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Spanish Society depicts a complex and fascinating country in
transition from the late Middle Ages to modernity. It describes
every part of society from the gluttonous nobility to their
starving peasants. Through anecdotes, a lively style and
portraits of figures such as St Teresa of Avila and
Torquemada, the book reflects the character and humour with
which the common Spaniard endured an often-wretched lot.
Beginning with a description of the geography, political life,
and culture of Spain from 1400 to 1600, the unfolding
narrative charts the country's shifts from one age to the next.
It unveils patterns of everyday life from the court to the
brothel, from the 'haves' of the aristocracy and clergy to the
'have nots' of the peasantry and the urban poor. Historical
records illuminate details of Spanish society such as the
transition from medieval festivities to the highly-scripted
spectacles of the early modern period, the reasons for
violence and popular resistance and the patterns of daily
living: eating, dressing, religious beliefs and concepts of
honour and sexuality. This compelling account includes
historical examples and literary extracts, which allow the
reader direct access to the period. From the street theatre of
village carnivals to the oppressive Spanish Inquisition, it gives
an abiding sense of Spain in the making and renders vivid the
colours of a passionate history.
Roots of Empire examines the forest management policies of
Spain's global monarchy from the sixteenth century to the
middle of the eighteenth century, connecting imperial
strategies with local lived experiences in forest communities
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impacted by this manifestation of expanded state power.
In The Atlantic World and the Manila Galleons, José L. GaschTomás offers an account of the trade of Asian goods between
colonial Spanish America and East Asia, and the distribution
and consumption of those goods in the Spanish Empire,
during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Beginning with the Black Death in 1348 and extending
through to the demise of Habsburg rule in 1700, this second
edition of Spanish Society, 1348–1700 has been expanded to
provide a wide and compelling exploration of Spain’s
transition from the Middle Ages to modernity. Each chapter
builds on the first edition by offering new evidence of the
changes in Spain’s social structure between the fourteenth
and seventeenth century. Every part of society is examined,
culminating in a final section that is entirely new to the second
edition and presents the changing social practices of the
period, particularly in response to the growing crises facing
Spain as it moved into the seventeenth century. Also new to
this edition is a consideration of the social meaning of culture,
specifically the presence of Hermetic themes and of magical
elements in Golden Age literature and Cervantes’ Don
Quijote. Through the extensive use of case studies, historical
examples and literary extracts, Spanish Society is an ideal
way for students to gain direct access to this captivating
period.
Sunk in a British ambush in 1708, the Spanish galleon San
José was rumored to have one of the richest cargos ever lost
at sea. Though treasure hunters have searched for the
wreck's legendary bounty, no one knows exactly how much
went down with the ship or exactly where it sank. Here, Carla
Rahn Phillips confronts the legend of lost treasure with
documentary records of the San José's final voyage and
suggests that the loss of silver and gold en route to Spain
paled in comparison to the loss of the six hundred men who
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went down with the ship. Drawing from rich archival records,
Phillips presents a biography of the ship and its crew. With
vivid detail and meticulous scholarship, the author tells the
stories of the officers, sailors, apprentices, and pages who
manned the ship and explains the historical context in which
the San José became prey to the British squadron. But the
story does not end with the sinking of the San José. While
Phillips addresses the persistent question of how much
treasure was on board when the ship went down, she focuses
on the human dimensions of the tragedy as well. She
recovers the accounts of British naval officers involved in the
battle, and examines the impact of the ship's loss on the
Spanish government, the survivors, and the families of the
men who perished. Original, comprehensive, and compelling,
The Treasure of the San José separates popular myth from
history and sheds light on the human lives associated with a
"treasure" ship.
During the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries, the
transpacific treasure galleons sailed annually from Manila to
Acapulco. In Manila, the vessel was loaded with the scented
spices of the East, luxurious silks from China, exquisite hand
crafted lacquerware from Japan and a multitude of Oriental
goods that the Spaniards of New Spain longed to own. The
returning galleon from Acapulco to Manila, carried as much
as 2.5 million silver pesos in payment of the goods sent to the
New Spain in the previous year, as well as a yearly silver
subsidy of 250,000 reales for the maintenance of the colonial
government in the Philippines. But while the galleons mainly
sailed alone and unaccompanied from Manila to Acapulco
and vice versa, they were vulnerable to a host of calamities
and misfortunes. A fire on board the vessel or a terrifying
storm could end the voyage and the lives of every one on the
ship even before the galleon was able to reach land.
Additionally, the commanders of the galleons were always
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threatened by lurking pirates and privateers who preyed on
the vessels and coveted the treasures they carried. The book
describes in detail how the galleons were attacked at sea and
how they fought against enemy vessels, as well as how many
of the ships sank or were shipwrecked over the years. It also
covers their management, construction, manning, weaponry,
navigation, daily life on the ship, provisions, cargoes and
voyages. The book contains an annotated list of the galleons
sailing between the Philippines and Mexico from 1565 to
1815. This informative book is the first of its kind to cover
such an expansive history of the Pacific galleons which up to
this point had remained largely untold.
Hans Staden’s sixteenth-century account of shipwreck and
captivity by the Tupinambá Indians of Brazil was an early
modern bestseller. This retelling of the German sailor’s
eyewitness account known as the True History shows both
why it was so popular at the time and why it remains an
important tool for understanding the opening of the Atlantic
world. Eve M. Duffy and Alida C. Metcalf carefully reconstruct
Staden’s life as a German soldier, his two expeditions to the
Americas, and his subsequent shipwreck, captivity, brush with
cannibalism, escape, and return. The authors explore how
these events and experiences were recreated in the text and
images of the True History. Focusing on Staden’s multiple
roles as a go-between, Duffy and Metcalf address many of
the issues that emerge when cultures come into contact and
conflict. An artful and accessible interpretation, The Return of
Hans Staden takes a text best known for its sensational tale
of cannibalism and shows how it can be reinterpreted as a
window into the precariousness of lives on both sides of early
modern encounters, when such issues as truth and lying,
violence, religious belief, and cultural difference were key to
the formation of the Atlantic world.
Between 1500 and 1750, European expansion and global
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interaction produced vast wealth. As goods traveled by ship
along new global trade routes, piracy also flourished on the
world’s seas. Pillaging the Empire tells the fascinating story
of maritime predation in this period, including the perspectives
of both pirates and their victims. Brushing aside the romantic
legends of piracy, Kris Lane pays careful attention to the
varied circumstances and motives that led to the rise of this
bloodthirsty pursuit of riches, and places the history of piracy
in the context of early modern empire building. This second
edition of Pillaging the Empire has been revised and
expanded to incorporate the latest scholarship on piracy,
maritime law, and early modern state formation. With a new
chapter on piracy in East and Southeast Asia, Lane considers
piracy as a global phenomenon. Filled with colorful details
and stories of individual pirates from Francis Drake to the
women pirates Ann Bonny and Mary Read, this engaging
narrative will be of interest to all those studying the history of
Latin America, the Atlantic world, and the global empires of
the early modern era.
Food at Sea: Shipboard Cuisine from Ancient to Modern
Times traces the preservation, preparation, and consumption
of food at sea, over a period of several thousand years, and
in a variety of cultures. The book traces the development of
cooking aboard in ancient and medieval times, through the
development of seafaring traditions of storing and preparing
food on the world’s seas and oceans. Following a largely
chronological format, Simon Spalding shows how the raw
materials, cooking and eating equipments, and methods of
preparation of seafarers have both reflected the shoreside
practices of their cultures, and differed from them. The
economies of whole countries have developed around foods
that could survive long trips by sea, and new technologies
have evolved to expand the available food choices at sea.
Changes in ship construction and propulsion have compelled
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changes in food at sea, and Spalding’s book explores these
changes in cargo ships, passenger ships, warships, and other
types over the centuries in fascinating depth of detail.
Selected passages from songs and poems, quotes from
seafarers famous and obscure, and new insights into culinary
history all add spice to the tale.
Six Galleons for the King of SpainImperial Defense in the
Early Seventeenth CenturyJHU Press
Delivers a comprehensive historiographical and
bibliographical survey of academic and printed materials on
the maritime and naval history of England and Great Britain
from its earliest times to 1815.
Examines the practice of writing about naval history by
presenting a collection of papers aimed at linking the subject
to general history while improving methods for specialized
study. The papers are arranged by general topic:
Bureaucracy & Technology, Domestic Politics, Comparative
History, General Naval History, & Reflections; & include
contributions by: Volker Berghahn, James Goldrick, Paul G.
Halpern, John B. Hattendorf, Robert Jervis, Paul M. Kennedy,
N.A.M. Rodger, David A. Rosenberg, Dennis E. Showalter,
Mark R. Shulman, Jon Tetsuro Sumida, William R.
Thompson, & Robert S. Wood.
"Although it was the first permanent European settlement in
the Delaware River valley, the New Sweden colony has long
been ignored by American colonial historians. To right this
omission, and to mark the 350th anniversary of the founding
of the New Sweden colony, the University of Delaware
sponsored an international conference, "New Sweden in
America: Scandinavian Pioneers and Their Legacy" in March
of 1988. This event brought together twenty-eight scholars
from Sweden, Finland, and the United States who
represented several fields, including history, anthropology,
and geography. The conference papers, collected in New
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Sweden in America, present the first look at the New Sweden
colony since the advent of modern historical methods." "The
essays in this volume examine the economic and social lives
of a political entity, as well as its political structures. The
topics discussed include an examination of the European
environment from which the colonial venture came, the
colonists' relations with the Native Americans, and the
Swedish and Finnish settlers' adaptation to colonial life. The
essays depict seventeenth-century Sweden as it emerged
from its traditional ways and isolation into the dynamic world
of Western European international politics and trade, and the
failed attempts to bring European mercantilist policies to New
Sweden." "The fascinating stories of the trade between the
Swedish and Dutch settlers and the Susquehannock and
Lenni Lenape Indians, the development of pidgin languages
to facilitate the trade, the devout Lutheran religious
observations of the colonists, and the introduction of Finnish
construction methods (especially the log cabin) are all
described in this volume. To encourage further scholarship in
this field, the contributors identify topics for future study and
delineate where original colonial documents may be found on
both sides of the Atlantic."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary
field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
The world of 1616 was a world of motion. Enormous galleons
carrying silk and silver across the Pacific created the first true
global economy, and the first international megacorporations
were emerging as economic powers. In Europe, the deaths of
Shakespeare and Cervantes marked the end of an era in
literature, as the spirit of the Renaissance was giving way to
new attitudes that would lead to the age of revolutions. Great
changes were also taking place in East Asia, where the last
native Chinese dynasty was entering its final years and Japan
was beginning its long period of warrior rule. Artists there, as
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in many parts of the world, were rethinking their connections
to ancient traditions and experimenting with new directions.
Women everywhere were redefining their roles in family and
society. Slave trading was relocating large numbers of
people, while others were migrating in search of new
opportunities. The first tourists, traveling not for trade or
exploration but for personal fulfillment, were exploring this
new globalized world. Thomas Christensen illuminates this
extravagant age by focusing on a single riotous year. Woven
with color images and artwork from the period, 1616 tells the
surprising tales of the men and women who set the world on
its tumultuous course toward modernity.
The role of the navy as an instrument of royal power in
France, C16/C17, with a reappraisal of Richelieu's
performance as Grand-Master of Navigation.
This book argues that Dutch Brazil (1624–54) is an integral
part of Atlantic history and that it made an impact well beyond
colonial and national narratives in the Netherlands and Brazil.
In doing so, this book proposes a radical shift in
interpretation. The Dutch Atlantic is widely perceived as an
incongruity among more durable European empires, whereas
Brazil occupies an exceptional place in the history of Latin
America, which leads to a view of Dutch Brazil as selfcontained and historically isolated. The Legacy of Dutch
Brazil shows that repercussions of the Dutch infiltration in the
Southern Hemisphere resonated across the Atlantic Basin
and remained long after the fall of the colony. By examining
its regional, national, and cosmopolitan legacies, thirteen
authors trace the memories and mythologies of Dutch Brazil
from the colonial period up until the present day and engage
in broader debates on geopolitical and cultural changes at the
crossroads of Atlantic and Latin American studies.

This study of the Spanish monarchy, bureaucracy
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and representative government under Charles V
before and after the "comunero" revolt (1520-1521)
demonstrates how the emperor and Castilian
republics institutionalized management procedures
that promoted accountability, advanced a
meritocracy, and facilitated expansionism and
domestic stability.
The global reach of the Spanish and Portuguese
empires prompted a remarkable flourishing of the
classical rhetorical tradition in various parts of the
early modern world. Empire of Eloquence is the first
study to examine this tradition as part of a wider
global renaissance in Europe, the Americas, Asia
and Africa, with a particular focus on the Iberian
world. Spanning the sixteenth to the early nineteenth
centuries, the book argues that the classical
rhetorical tradition contributed to the ideological
coherence and equilibrium of this early modern
Iberian world, providing important occasions for
persuasion, legitimation and eventual (and perhaps
inevitable) confrontation. Drawing on archival
collections in thirteen countries, Stuart M. McManus
places these developments in the context of civic,
religious and institutional rituals attended by the multiethnic population of the Iberian world and beyond,
and shows how they influenced public speaking in
non-European languages, such as Konkani and
Chinese.
I.A.A.Thompson, Emeritus Fellow of the Royal
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Historical Society, is the author of War and
Government in Habsburg Spain, a seminal study of
the impact of war on the development of the state in
Spain in the 16th and 17th centuries. In this volume
he reprints for an English readership ten essays
examining the implications for government, the
financial system and Spain’s position in Europe of
the fundamental changes in the art and practice of
war, both on land and at sea, that took place during
this period. This “Military Revolution” has been one
of the most contentious debates among historians
for the last fifty years, but little attention has so far
been paid to Spain itself, despite her predominance
in Europe for much of the period. These essays are
designed to correct that omission, and to assist in a
fuller understanding both of the Military Revolution
and of the strengths and weaknesses of the Spanish
state.
Fifty years after the beginning of the debate about
the "general crisis of the seventeenth century," and
thirty years after theodore K. Rabb's reformulation of
it as the "European struggle for stability." this volume
returns to the fundamental questions raised by the
long-running discussion: What continent-wide
patterns of change can be discerned in European
history across the centuries from the Renaissance to
the French Revolution? What were the causes of the
revolts that rocked so many countries between 1640
and 1660? Did fundamental changes occur in the
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relationship between politics and religion? Politics
and military technology? Politics and the structures
of intellectual authority?
The first comprehensive analysis of Spain's naval
forces after the defeat of the Great Armada in 1588.
The debate about the "Military Revolution" has been
one of the most controversial and exciting areas of
discussion and research in the fields of early modern
European history and military history. Scholars have
long sought to explain the massive changes in
European military techniques and technologies that
took place between the end of the Middle A
Between 1778 and 1784 the Spanish Crown
transported more than 1,900 peasants, including 875
women and girls, from northern Spain to South
America in an ill-fated scheme to colonize
Patagonia. The story begins as the colonists trudge
across northern Spain to volunteer for the project
and follows them across the Atlantic to Montevideo.
However, before the last ships reached the
Americas, harsh weather, disease, and the prospect
of mutiny on the Patagonian coast forced the Crown
to abandon the project. Eventually, the peasant
colonists were resettled in towns outside of Buenos
Aires and Montevideo, where they raised families,
bought slaves, and gradually integrated into colonial
society. Gendered Crossings brings to life the
diverse settings of the Iberian Atlantic and the
transformations in the peasants’ gendered
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experiences as they moved around the Spanish
Empire.
Nuestra Senora de los Tres Reyes was a galleon in
Spain's Imperial Fleet that ran aground at the
entrance to the harbor at Cartengena de Indias in
1634. In transcribing, translating, and analyzing the
delivery inventory for this galleon built for King Philip
IV of Spain, Phillips provides a rare account of a
17th century ship from its construction to its demise.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
The Armada of the Strait under Don Diego Flores de
Valdés in 1581–84 came at a crucial juncture in global
politics. Philip II of Spain had assumed the crown of
Portugal and its overseas empire, and Francis Drake’s
daring peacetime raids had challenged the dominance of
Spain and Portugal in the Americas. The armada was
intended to ensure the loyalty of Portuguese Brazil;
bolster its defences against hostile native peoples, and
English and French pirates and interlopers; and fortify
and settle the Strait of Magellan to prevent further
incursions into the Pacific. Pedro de Rada, the official
scribe of the armada, kept a detailed, neutral chronicle of
the venture which remained in private hands until 1999
but is now held in the Henry E. Huntington Library in San
Marino, California. It is published here for the first time.
Previous historical assessments of the expedition have
largely reflected the writings of Pedro Sarmiento de
Gamboa, governor-designate for the planned colony at
the Strait, who blamed all the misfortunes of the
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enterprise on Diego Flores de Valdés. Rada’s Relación
is presented here in conjunction with other
documentation and compared with Sarmiento de
Gamboa’s accusations. The results will force scholars to
revise long-standing conclusions regarding the place of
Sarmiento and Flores in Spanish history and the
accomplishments of a long-forgotten armada sent into
the terrifying waters of the South Atlantic.
This remarkable work is a comprehensive
historiographical and bibliographical survey of the most
important scholarly and printed materials about the naval
and maritime history of England and Great Britain from
the earliest times to 1815. More than 4,000 popular,
standard and official histories, important articles in
journals and periodicals, anthologies, conference,
symposium and seminar papers, guides, documents and
doctoral theses are covered so that the emphasis is the
broadest possible. But the work is far, far more than a
listing. The works are all evaluated, assessed and
analysed and then integrated into an historical narrative
that makes the book a hugely useful reference work for
student, scholar, and enthusiast alike. It is divided into
twenty-one chapters which cover resource centres,
significant naval writers, pre-eminent and general
histories, the chronological periods from Julius Caesar
through the Vikings, Tudors and Stuarts to Nelson and
Bligh, major naval personalities, warships, piracy,
strategy and tactics, exploration, discovery and
navigation, archaeology and even naval fiction. Quite
simply, no-one with an interest and enthusiasm for naval
history can afford to be without this book at their side.
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Roman triremes of the Mediterranean. The treasure fleet
of the Spanish Main. Great ocean liners of the Atlantic.
Stories of disasters at sea fire the imagination as little
else can, whether the subject is a historical wreck - the
Titanic or the Bismark - or the recent capsizing of a
Mediterranean cruise ship. Shipwrecks also make for a
new and very different understanding of world history. A
History of the World in Sixteen Shipwrecks explores the
ages-long, immensely hazardous, persistently romantic,
and still-ongoing process of moving people and goods
across far-flung maritime worlds. Telling the stories of
ships and the people who made and sailed them, from
the earliest ancient-Nile craft to the Exxon Valdez, A
History of the World in Sixteen Shipwrecks argues that
the gradual integration of localized and separate
maritime regions into fewer, larger, and more
interdependent regions offers a unique window on world
history. Stewart Gordon draws a number of provocative
conclusions from his study, among them that the
European "Age of Exploration" as a singular event is
simply a myth - many cultures, east and west, explored
far-flung maritime worlds over the millennia - and that
technologies of shipbuilding and navigation have been
among the main drivers of science and technology
throughout history. Finally, A History of the World in
Sixteen Shipwrecks shows in a series of compelling
narratives that the development of institutions and
technologies that made terrifying oceans familiar, and
turned unknown seas into sea-lanes, profoundly matters
in our modern world.
This collection of essays by twenty-one distinguished
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American historians reflects on a peculiarly American
way of imagining the past. At a time when history-writing
has changed dramatically, the authors discuss the birth
and evolution of historiography in this country, from its
origins in the late nineteenth century through its present,
more cosmopolitan character. In the book's first part,
concerning recent historiography, are chapters on
exceptionalism, gender, economic history, social theory,
race, and immigration and multiculturalism. Authors are
Daniel Rodgers, Linda Kerber, Naomi Lamoreaux,
Dorothy Ross, Thomas Holt, and Philip Gleason. The
three American centuries are discussed in the second
part, with chapters by Gordon Wood, George
Fredrickson, and James Patterson. The third part is a
chronological survey of non-American histories, including
that of Western civilization, ancient history, the middle
ages, early modern and modern Europe, Russia, and
Asia. Contributors are Eugen Weber, Richard Saller,
Gabrielle Spiegel, Anthony Molho, Philip Benedict,
Richard Kagan, Keith Baker, Joseph Zizak, Volker
Berghahn, Charles Maier, Martin Malia, and Carol Gluck.
Together, these scholars reveal the unique perspective
American historians have brought to the past of their own
nation as well as that of the world. Formerly writing from
a conviction that America had a singular destiny,
American historians have gradually come to share
viewpoints of historians in other countries about which
they write. The result is the virtual disappearance of what
was a distinctive American voice. That voice is the
subject of this book.
This book provides a wide-ranging and comprehensive
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coverage of warfare across times and cultures. Its main
strengths are its ability to provide context for each period
discussed, comparison between developments in
Europe, Asia, and the colonized world, and critical and
up-to-date bibliographies that allow the reader to pursue
subjects in greater depth. - Jacket flap.
In recent decades historians have studied several new
aspects of early modern naval history and placed it in a
wider context than traditional studies of naval warfare.
This volume brings together 23 studies on naval
technology, policy-making and administration, tactics,
strategy, operations and warfare on trade. They provide
new insights and new ideas for further studies.
For nearly two hundred years huge wooden warships
called ships of the line dominated war at sea and were
thus instrumental in the European struggle for power and
the spread of imperialism. Foremost among the great
naval powers were Great Britain and France, whose
advanced economies could support large numbers of
these expensive ships. This book, the first joint history of
these great navies, offers a uniquely impartial and
comprehensive picture of the two forces their
shipbuilding programs, naval campaigns, and battles,
and their wartime strategies and diplomacy. Jonathan R.
Dull is the author of two award-winning histories of the
French navy. Bringing to bear years of study of war and
diplomacy, his book conveys the fine details and the high
drama of the age of grand and decisive naval conflict.
Dull delves into the seven wars that Great Britain and
France, often in alliance with lesser naval powers such
as Spain and the Netherlands, fought between 1688 and
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1815. Viewing war as most statesmen of the time saw it
as a contest of endurance he also treats the tragic side
of the Franco-British wars, which shattered the greater
security and prosperity the two powers enjoyed during
their brief period as allies.
During the middle decade of the 16th century a new type
of sailing vessel emerged, designed to carry the wealth
of the Americas to Spain. This was the galleon, and over
the next century these vessels would serve Spain well as
treasure ships and warships, becoming a symbol of
Spanish power and wealth during the period. The
development and construction of the Spanish galleon are
discussed in this book, and the ordnance and crewing
needed to produce and maintain these stately vessels is
covered. The author also examines the role of the
galleon as a treasure ship, and describes how these
ships were manned and fought in action.
On the eastern coast of Brazil, facing westward across a wide
magnificent bay, lies Salvador, a major city in the Americas at
the end of the eighteenth century. Those who distributed and
sold food, from the poorest street vendors to the most
prosperous traders—black and white, male and female, slave
and free, Brazilian, Portuguese, and African—were connected
in tangled ways to each other and to practically everyone else
in the city, and are the subjects of this book. Food traders
formed the city's most dynamic social component during the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, constantly
negotiating their social place. The boatmen who brought food
to the city from across the bay decisively influenced the
outcome of the war for Brazilian independence from Portugal
by supplying the insurgents and not the colonial army.
Richard Graham here shows for the first time that, far from
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being a city sharply and principally divided into two
groups—the rich and powerful or the hapless poor or
enslaved—Salvador had a population that included a great
many who lived in between and moved up and down. The
day-to-day behavior of those engaged in food marketing
leads to questions about the government's role in regulating
the economy and thus to notions of justice and equity,
questions that directly affected both food traders and the
wider consuming public. Their voices significantly shaped the
debate still going on between those who support economic
liberalization and those who resist it.
"During the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
countless slaves from culturally diverse communities in the
Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia journeyed to Mexico
on the ships of the Manila Galleon. Upon arrival in Mexico,
they were grouped together and categorized as chinos. In
time, chinos came to be treated under the law as Indians (the
term for all native people of Spain's colonies) and became
indigenous vassals of the Spanish crown after 1672. The
implications of this legal change were enormous: as Indians,
rather than chinos, they could no longer be held as slaves. By
tracking these individuals' complex journey from the bondage
of the Manila slave market to the freedom of Mexico City
streets, Tatiana Seijas challenges commonly held
assumptions about the uniformity of the slave experience in
the Americas and shows that the history of coerced labor is
necessarily connected to colonial expansion and forced
global migration"-In this sweeping, enthralling biography, acclaimed Pulitzer
Prize–winner David Hackett Fischer magnificently brings to
life the visionary adventurer who has straddled our history for
400 years. Champlain’s Dream reveals, with rare immediacy
and drama, the story of a remarkable man: a leader who
dreamed of humanity and peace in a world riven by violence;
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a man of his own time who nevertheless strove to build a
settlement in Canada that would be founded on harmony and
respect. With consummate narrative skill and comprehensive
scholarship, Fischer unfolds a life shrouded in mystery, a
complex, elusive man among many colorful characters. Born
on France’s Atlantic coast, Samuel de Champlain grew up in
a country bitterly divided by religious wars. But, like Henry IV,
one of France’s greatest kings whose illegitimate son he may
have been and who supported his travels from the Spanish
Empire in Mexico to the St. Lawrence and the unknown
territories, Champlain was religiously tolerant in an age of
murderous sectarianism. Soldier, spy, master mariner,
explorer, cartographer, and artist, he maneuvered his way
through court intrigues in Paris, supported by Henri IV and,
later, Louis XIII, though bitterly opposed by the Queen
Regent Marie de Medici and the wily Cardinal Richelieu. But
his astonishing dedication and stamina triumphed….
Champlain was an excellent navigator. He went to sea as a
boy, acquiring the skills that allowed him to make 27 Atlantic
crossings between France and Canada, enduring raging
storms without losing a ship, and finally bringing with him into
the wilderness his young wife, whom he had married in
middle age. In the place he called Quebec, on the beautiful
north shore of the St. Lawrence, he founded the first
European settlement in Canada, where he dreamed that
Europeans and First Nations would cooperate for mutual
benefit. There he played a role in starting the growth of three
populations — Québécois, Acadian, and Métis — from which
millions descend. Through three decades, on foot and by ship
and canoe, Champlain traveled through what are now six
Canadian provinces and five American states, negotiating
with more than a dozen Indian nations, encouraging
intermarriage among the French colonists and the natives,
and insisting, as a Catholic, on tolerance for Protestants. A
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brilliant politician as well as a soldier, he tried constantly to
maintain a balance of power among the Indian nations and
his Indian allies, but, when he had to, he took up arms with
them and against them, proving himself a formidable
strategist and warrior in ferocious wars. Drawing on
Champlain’s own diaries and accounts, as well as his
exquisite drawings and maps, Fischer shows him to have
been a keen observer of a vanished world: an artist and
cartographer who drew and wrote vividly, publishing four
invaluable books on the life he saw around him. This superb
biography (the first full-scale biography in decades) by a great
historian is as dramatic and richly exciting as the life it
portrays. Deeply researched, it is illustrated throughout with
110 contemporary images and 37 maps, including several
drawn by Champlain himself.
Over the course of some two centuries following the
conquests and consolidations of Spanish rule in the Americas
during the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries—the
period designated as the Baroque—new cultural forms sprang
from the cross-fertilization of Spanish, Amerindian, and
African traditions. This dynamism of motion, relocation, and
mutation changed things not only in Spanish America, but
also in Spain, creating a transatlantic Hispanic world with new
understandings of personhood, place, foodstuffs, music,
animals, ownership, money and objects of value, beauty,
human nature, divinity and the sacred, cultural proclivities—a
whole lexikon of things in motion, variation, and relation to
one another. Featuring the most creative thinking by the
foremost scholars across a number of disciplines, the Lexikon
of the Hispanic Baroque is a uniquely wide-ranging and
sustained exploration of the profound cultural transfers and
transformations that define the transatlantic Spanish world in
the Baroque era. Pairs of authors—one treating the peninsular
Spanish kingdoms, the other those of the
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Americas—provocatively investigate over forty key concepts,
ranging from material objects to metaphysical notions.
Illuminating difference as much as complementarity,
departure as much as continuity, the book captures a
dynamic universe of meanings in the various midst of its own
re-creations. The Lexikon of the Hispanic Baroque joins
leading work in a number of intersecting fields and will fire
new research—it is the indispensible starting point for all
serious scholars of the early modern Spanish world.
This book was awarded the Spain and America in
Quincentennial Year of Discovery prize.
Constructing the Spanish Empire in Havana examines the
political economy surrounding the use of enslaved laborers in
the capital of Spanish imperial Cuba from 1762 to 1835. In
this first book-length exploration of state slavery on the island,
Evelyn P. Jennings demonstrates that the Spanish state’s
policies and practices in the ownership and employment of
enslaved workers after 1762 served as a bridge from an
economy based on imperial service to a rapidly expanding
plantation economy in the nineteenth century. The Spanish
state had owned and exploited enslaved workers in Cuba
since the early 1500s. After the humiliating yearlong British
occupation of Havana beginning in 1762, however, the
Spanish Crown redoubled its efforts to purchase and maintain
thousands of royal slaves to prepare Havana for what officials
believed would be the imminent renewal of war with England.
Jennings shows that the composition of workforces assigned
to public projects depended on the availability of enslaved
workers in various interconnected labor markets within Cuba,
within the Spanish empire, and in the Atlantic world.
Moreover, the site of enslavement, the work required, and the
importance of that work according to imperial priorities
influenced the treatment and relative autonomy of those
laborers as well as the likelihood they would achieve freedom.
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As plantation production for export purposes emerged as the
most dynamic sector of Cuba’s economy by 1810, the
Atlantic networks used to obtain enslaved workers showed
increasing strain. British abolitionism exerted additional
pressure on the slave trade. To offset the loss of access to
enslaved laborers, colonial officials expanded the state’s
authority to sentence deserters, vagrants, and fugitives, both
enslaved and free, to labor in public works such as civil
construction, road building, and the creation of Havana’s
defensive forts. State efforts in this area demonstrate the
deep roots of state enslavement and forced labor in
nineteenth-century Spanish colonialism and in capitalist
development in the Atlantic world. Constructing the Spanish
Empire in Havana places the processes of building and
sustaining the Spanish empire in the imperial hub of Havana
in a comparative perspective with other sites of empire
building in the Atlantic world. Furthermore, it considers the
human costs of reproducing the Spanish empire in a major
Caribbean port, the state’s role in shaping the institution of
slavery, and the experiences of enslaved and other coerced
laborers both before and after the beginning of Cuba’s sugar
boom in the early nineteenth century.
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